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Rayford Steele and Buck Williams fear they are alone. Each has survived the wrath of the lamb, a

global earthquake in the 21st month of the tribulation. Neither knows the other is alive, and each is

frantically searching for his wife as the devastated world hurtles toward the Trumpet Judgments and

the great soul harvest prophesied in Scripture. With the fulfillment of more Bible prophecies, hardly

any skeptics remain. Even the enemies of God now know whom they are fighting, and the world is

forced to take sides.
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I absolutely love the Left Behind Series. I'm behind on the times as far as reading it goes, though

my mom used to have the whole series and I just never got around to borrowing them. I've read

almost all of the books now. I'm on Kingdom Come and I only have one of the books that was

written after the series. Still need to get the other two. I really like how the authors write the stories

and it's very riveting. They write a lot based on information they've deciphered in the Bible and one

of the characters often quotes, more in some books than others, where they're gathering their own

ideas about what's going to happen. They pick quotes from the Bible and more or less make them

into plain English for other characters who don't really understand. It's very enlightening.

This is a great series. Action packed, a balance of some light humor, a little romance BUT most

importantly The reader gets the sense good will win over evil. I am amazed how true to today's



global chaos so much of this story can easily applied to today even though it was written more than

10 years ago.

I was a big fan of horror novels and movies and didn't think religious novels could be very

interesting, especially ones with a fundamentalist message. But this liberal is eating dirt and buying

one after another. Soul Harvest is about the conversion of millions after the Rapture. A converted

rabbi and scholar is beaming lessons from a hidden computer which the frustrated Antichrist can't

find. There is all sorts of excitement as the Christians try to avoid the forces of the Global

Community. I don't want to give too much away. Just start reading with the first prequel, The Rising:

The Antichrist is Born or with the first book in the series, Left Behind: A Novel of Earth's Last Days.

I have read the complete series all 12 books the Soul Harvest was the continuing of the Revelation

series. Great Read and an eye opener,

Because I'm a kid, I've never really been interested in Christian fiction. I figured it was just a

measles attempt to connect to people. I picked up the first book of this series in Barnes and Noble. I

haven't put them down yet. When I realized I wasn't anywhere near a bookstore, I bought it on

kindle. Every minute of my spare time goes to reading this book. It's absolutely amazing. It's an

awesome 4th book in an astounding series that I will no doubt never forget.

Great from start to finish. Plus the pace of the book is good too.Anxious to start the next book .

Soul Harvest is a great take on those left behind getting God's 2nd chance at salvation. LaHaye and

Jenkins did an excellent characterization take on all the hero's and villain. The only part of the series

that I do not like is ability of the authors to go from one translation to another. I appreciated that

when they were talking about "the two witnesses" they used the KJV translation. When quoting

other versions I found many verses missing. As a fiction novel they did real well at bringing the

horrors to life, I don't believe that there truly is a way to describe what the "Left Behind" will face and

LaHaye and Jenkins had a good take on the matter. I recommend this series to everyone.

Wow! Read this book and Witness the scriptures come alive in the tribulation. The authors do a

great job of telling this suspenseful and exciting story using actual scripture. Loved it.
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